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ABSTRACT.
In this paper we use the lower semifinite
topology in hyperspaces to obtain examples in topology
such as pseudocompact spaces not countably compact,
separable spaces not Lindelof and in a natural way many
spaces appear which are To but not T I . We also give,
in a unified form, many examples of contractible locally
contractible spaces, absolute extensor for the class of all
topological spaces, absolute retract and many examples
of- spaces having the fixed point property. Finally we
obtain the following characterization of compactness:

"A paracompact Hausdorff space is compact if and only
if the hyperspace, with the lower semifinite topology, 2x ,
has the fixed point property".

INTRODUCTION

This paper was born while the authors were rereading two
excellent books: Rings of Continuous Functions by L. Gillman
and M. Jerison, [4], and Hyperspaces of Sets by S. Nadler, [6].
But the subject of our paper is not the same as that in [4] or
[6]. On the other hand there is some relation to the material
in [3].
We found, in a unified form, many examples of different
kinds in Topology, such as covering, homotopy, separation,
The authors have been supported by the "Acciones Concertadas" of
the Universidad Politecnica de Madrid.
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countability, extension, retraction and fixed point properties.
We must say that the separation properties we give here are
not as good as that of other examples about the same topics
that have appeared in the literature but we have obtained these
examples from a common branch.
Among the original results, the most significant of them are
those which relate the fixed point property in 2x with the com
pactness in X. For example, as a consequence of the results
in this paper we obtain the following characterization of com
pactness:

A paracompact Hausdorff space is compact if and only if 2x
has the fixed point property
In order to obtain this result we use Zorn's Lemma.
Other interesting properties from our point of view, of the
spaces 2x (for X Tychonov) are that they are contractible
and locally contractible and they are absolute extensors for
all topological spaces, and since 2x is homeomorphic to 2Y
if and only if X is homeomorphic to Y (see 2.5), we have
many different topological types of spaces with such a property.
From 3.1 to 3.3 we point out some properties P such that
XEP~2x EP

In this paper, all unconstructed spaces are assumed to be
Tychonov and all undefined topological notions can be found
in [1], [2] and [5]. We will denote by C (X) the ring of all
real valued continuous functions from X. A map means a
continuous function.
We would like to dedicate this paper to Toni and Ana who
encouraged us.
We also want to thank the referee for his comments that
improved the previous version of the paper.

1.-

THE SPACE

2x .

Let X be a Tychonov space. We denote by 2x the set of all
non empty closed subsets of X. Suppose that f : X ~ JR., we
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denote by UJ the set UJ = {C E 2x such that flc is not the
constant zero map}. Note that if f (x) # 0 for every x E X
then UJ = 2x and that if 9 : X --+ lR is the zero map then

Ug

= 0.

If X is nontrivial (it has at least two points) then the fam
ily {UJ } JEC(X) is not a base for a topology in 2x . However
{UJ } JEC(X) is a subbase for a topology in 2x . In the sequel
we consider 2x with such a topology and we will denote the
corresponding topological spaces by 2x again.
Since the topology in a Tychonov space X is completely
determined by C (X), we have the following

Proposition 1.1. For every Tychonov space X the above topol
ogy in 2x is precisely the lower semifinite topology defined in [6}
(page 179) (see [5] too).
First, it is easy to describe the closure of a point in 2x .

Proposition 1.2. For every C E 2x the closure of C in 2x ,
denoted by C, is the family of all nonempty closed subsets of

c.

We have the following consequences

Corollary 1.3. a) If X is a nontrivial Tychonov space then
2x is a To space that is not T t .
b) 2x is always a Baire, pseudocompact, connected and sep
arable space.
Separability follows from the fact that X = 2x . As a conse
quence, every map f : 2x --+ Y into a Tt-space is constant.
Since every point of a Tychonov' space X is closed, we have
a map 4> : X ---+ 2x defined by 4> (x) = {x}. We will call this
map the canonical map from X to 2x .
Now we can prove the following::

Proposition 1.4. The canonical map 4> : X --+ 2x is an
homeomorphism onto <P(X), <P(X) is closed and if X is non
trivial <P(X) is nowhere dense in 2x .
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Proof: Obviously ~ is a one to one map onto ~(X). Let x E X
and suppose that Uf1 n Uf2 n .. · n Ufn is a basic neighborhood
of {x} in 2x . Then Ii (x) # 0 for every i E { 1, 2, . .. ,n}.
Consequently {x} E Umin{J~"",Jnn«P(X) C u h nu/2n... u Jn n
4>(X).
Let V = ( min{fl, ... ,f~} )-I(lR\{O}), then V is open in
X and x E V. It is clear that «P(V) = «P(X) n Umin{J~"",Jn'
It follows that 4> is continuous and since the cozero sets are a
base for X then 4> is an open map, so 4> : X ~ 4>(X) is a
homeomorphism.
~(X) is nowhere dense if X is nontrivial because 4>(X) does
not contain X as a point in 2x .
If X is trivial then 2x = 4>(X) and 4>(X) is closed. Let
us suppose that X is nontrivial, then there exist at least two
different points x and x' in X. Since X is Hausdorff, there exist
V and V' disjoint open neighborhoods of x and x' respectively.
Then X = (X\V) u (X\V') and x E X\ V', x' E X\ V. Since
X is T3a it follows that there exist g, h : X ~ R. maps such
that X\V C g-I(O),X\V' c h- 1 (O) and g(x) # 0 h(x') # o.
Obviously {x,x'} E Ug n Uh.
Let C E Ug n Uh, since X = g-I(O) U h- 1 (O) we obtain that
C has at least two points. Then Ug n Uh C 2X \4>(X). This
procedure allows us to say that 2X \ 4>(X) is open in 2x and
then 4>(X) is closed. This completes the proof. 0
Notice that using analogous arguments as in the final part
of·the last proposition one can prove:

Proposition 1.5. Let n 2: 2 be a natural number. The set
Fn (X) = {C E 2x : Cardinal( C) < n} is a closed subset of

2X .

Remark 1.6. One can ask if the last proposition is true for
infinite cardinal numbers. The answer is negative because if X
has infinite cardinal then F No = {C E 2x : cardinal(C) < No}
is a proper dense subset of 2x and then is not closed.
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2.-MAPS BETWEEN HYPERSPACES INDUCED BY MAPS
BETWEEN SPACES.

Proposition 2.1. Let X, Y be Tychonov spaces. Suppose that
Y is a map. Then the junction 2/ : 2x ~ 2Y
defined by 2/(C) = f( C) is continuous. (C E 2x and - - is the
closure in Y ).

f :X

--+

Proof: Let Ug1 n Ug2 n ... n Ugn be a basic open neighborhood
of f( C) in 2Y . It follows that there exist Xl, X2, ••• X n E C such
that {f(XI), ... ,f(xn )} E Ug1 n U92 n ... n Ugn • Let us take the
basic open set U910 / n U920 / n ... n UgnO / in 2x . It is clear that
C E U910 /nu92 0/ n .. .nu9nO / and 2 l .(U910/nu920/n. · .nu9nO /) C
U91 n U92 n ... n U9n • 0

The next proposition is straightforward

Proposition 2.2. a) 2lx = 12 X (where lz is the identity map
on Z).
b) If
go

2

/

f :

=2

9

X --+ Y and 9 : Y --+ Z are continuous then

02/.

Proposition 2.3. Let
if 2/ is closed.

f :X

--+

Y be a map, then

f

is closed

Let us prove the following

Proposition 2.4. If h : 2x

--+

2}' is a closed map then there

exists a continuous and closed map
h = 2/.

f :

X

---+

Y such that

Proof: Let X EX. Since h is closed then the closed set h( {x })
of 2Y has only one element. Then h( {x } ) can be identified with
a point of Y. Let us denote it by Yh({x}). We define a closed
map f : X --+ Y such that f(x) = Yh({x}).
Now let C E 2x , then h( C) is a point of 2Y and then a
closed subset of Y. Since h is continuous and closed we have
that h(C) = h(C) (*), in particular for every x E C we obtain
that h( {x}) = f(x) E h(C) then I(C) c h(C). On the other
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hand, consider y E h(C). It is easy to see that there exist (from
(~)) a point x E C such that h( {x} ) .;::: {y} and then f(x) = y.
Consequently h(C) C f(C). Hence 2f (C) = f(C) = h(C) for
every C E 2x . D
From Proposition 2.2 and 2.4 we have

Corollary 2.5. Let X, Y be Tychonov spaces. Then X is home
omorphic to Y if and only if 2x is homeomorphic to 2Y .
Corollary 2.6. In the class of topological spaces which are To
but not T 1 there are at least so many different topological types
as in the class of Tychonov spaces.
3.-RELATIONS BETWEEN SOME TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES
OF X AND 2X

In this section we are going to relate some covering and
countability properties of X with the same properties in 2x .
In this 'way we have
Proposition 3.1. A Tychonov space X is compact if and only
if 2x is compact.
Proof: If 2x is compact, then since X is closed in 2x (see Propo
sition 1.4) we have that X is compact.
Conversely, if X is compact one obtains that the canonical
image of X in 2 x is compact. Using the Alexander subbasis

Theorem, it is enough to see that every covering of 2X by ele
ments of the family {Uf } fEC(X) has a finite subcovering. Let
us suppose that 2x = UUJ where f is in a subfamily of C(X).
Then, up to an identification, X = UUf and since X is com
pact it follows the existence of fl' f2' . .. ,fn E C(X) such that
X = Ui:l Ufi. Now, let C be a nonernpty closed subset of X.
There exist x E C and i o E {1,2, ... ,n} with {x} E UJio.Then
C E UJi o and 2x = Ui::lUfi. Consequently 2x is compact. D
Using similar arguments we have
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Proposition 3.2 Let X be a Tychonov space, then
a) X is countably compact if and only if 2x is countably
compact.
b) X is Lindelof if and only if 2x is Lindelof.

Let us prove now the following

Proposition 3.3. A Tychonov space X is second countable if
and only if 2x is second countable.

Proof: Let us suppose that X is second countably. Then there
exists a countable family of maps F = {fn : X ---+ R : n E N}
such that the family {f;l(R\ {O}) : n E N} is a base for the
topology in X. Let now Ug1 n Ug2 n ... Ugm a basic open subset
of 2x containing a closed subset C of X. Then there exists
{Xl, X2, ••• ,xm } C C such that 9i(Xi) # 0 i = 1,2, ... ,m. We
can choose nl,n2, ... ,nm E N such that Xi E f~l(R\{O}) c
9;1(lR\ {O}) where fni E F. It is clear that C E Ufn1 n Ufn2 n
.··n Ufnm C Ug1 n Ug2 n. ·.n Ugm • Consequently the family B =
{Ufk1 nUfk2 n. · .nUfkn : n E N ki E: N i = 1,2,. · · ,n fki E F}
is a countable base for 2x .
The part "if' is obvious. 0
As we know, countably compactness and pseudocompact
ness are equivalent properties in the class of normal Hausdorff
spaces. Using Proposition 3.2 and Corollaries 1.3, 2.5 we have
the following examples

Corollary 3.4. a) For every noncountably compact Tychonov

space X, 2x is an example of a pseudocompact non countably
compact space.
b) In the class of pseudocompact spaces which are not count
ably compact, there are at least as many different topological
types as in the class of non countably compact Tychonov spaces
(in particular as in the class of non compact metrizable spaces).

Corollary 3.5. a) For every non Lindelof Tychonov space X,

2x is an example of a separable non Lindelof space.
b) In the class of separable non Lindelof spaces, there are
at least as many different topological types as in the class of
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non Lindelof Tychonov spaces (in particular as in the class of
non sepamble metrizable spaces).
4.-HoMOTOPY, EXTENSION OF MAPS AND FIXED POINT
.
PROPERTIES IN 2X •

We begin this section with the following result

Proposition 4.1. For every Tychonov space X, 2x has trivial
homotopy type.
Proof: Let H : 2x x I ---+ 2x defined by

X if t E [0,1)
H(C,t)= { C ift=l
In order to prove the continuity of H consider V to be a
neighborhood of H(C, t) in 2x . Since every nonempty open
subset of 2x contains the point X we have, if t = 1, that
(C,l) C V x I and H(V x I) C V and, if t E [0,1), that
(C,t) E 2x x [0,1) and H(2 X x [0,1)) C V, then H is contin
uous. 0

Using the same arguments we have

Corollary 4.2. For every Tychonov space X we have that 2x is
contractible and locally contractible.

We are going now to point out a curious property of 2x

Proposition 4.3. For every Tychonov space X, the space 2x is
an absolute extensor for the class of all topological spaces in the
sense that every continuous function 9 from a closed subspace
of a space Z to 2x , can be continuously extended to z.
Proof: Let Z be a topological space. Suppose that A is a closed
subset of Z. If 9 : A ---+ 2x is a continuous function, let us
define 9 : Z ---+ 2x by glA = 9 and g(z) = X if z ¢ A.

Consider z E Z\A and suppose that V is a neighborhood of
X in 2X then g(Z\A) C V. On the other hand, if a E A and
V is a neighborhood of g(a) in 2x from the continuity of g,
there exists a neighborhood U of a in A such that g(U) C v.
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U be a neighborhood of a in Z' such

that U =

UnA,
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then

g(U) C V. D
Corollary 4.4. If 2x can be embedded as a closed subs~t of a
space Z then 2x is a retract of Z.
Proposition 4.5. If A is a closed subset of X then 2A is home
omorphic to A (where -

is the closure in 2X ).

Corollary 4.6. For every Tychonov space X and every closed
subset A of X we have that, up to a homeomorphism, 2A is a
retract of 2X .

From the results in this section we can assure

Corollary 4.7. a)

In the realm of spaces which are absolute
extensor for the class of all topological spaces there are at least
as many different topological types as in the class of Tychonov
spaces.
b) In the class of spaces which are contractible and locally
contractible there are at least as many different topological types
as in the class of Tychonov spaces.

In order to end we are going to prove some of the most
significant, from our point of view, results in this paper. These
results give us relations between compactness and the fixed
point property. We can prove the following
Proposition 4.8. Let X be a compact (Tychonov ) space then
2x has the fixed point property.
Proof: Let f : 2x

2x be a continuous function. Denote
by K, = {1< eX: /< is closed and f(/<) C /{} ( in the
above notation and in the sequel we identify the point f( !()
in 2X with the closed subset f(!() of X).
As we know K, is preordered b)' the inclusion (A < B if
B C A). Obviously K, # 0 because X E K,. Another property
of K, is the following: "if!( E K, then f(J() E K,". In fact, if
1< E K, then /(1<) C /( and /(/<) E ](. Since f is continuous
--+
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it follows that f(1() C f(1() we deduce that f(f(1()) E f(1()
and f(f(]()) C f(1{).
Now let {](o : a E A} be a chain in K" then no 1(o =F
0. On the other hand, nex]{o C ](ex for every a E A. Then,
from the continuity of f, f(no]{o) c f(]{o) and consequently
f(noK o ) c nof(]{o) C nexKo. It follows that noKo E K,. We
have proved then that every chain in K, has an upper bound,
now using Zorn's Lemma we obtain that there exists a maximal
element ]( of K" then f(]{) C ]( and since f(]() E K, we
conclude that f( ]() = I{ and the proof is finished. D

Corollary 4.9. If X is a compact Hausdorff space and

f :

X ---+ X is a continuous map, there exists a compact subspace
]( C X such that f(]{) = ](.
Proof: The result follows from Proposition 4.8 applies to 21 .

Remark 4.10. Let us note that Proposition 4.8 can be gen
eralized as follows. "Let X be a Tychonov space and suppose
that f : 2x ---+ 2x is -a map such that f(X) is a compact
subset of X, then f has a fixed point".
Conversely we have
Proposition 4.11. If X is a Tychonov space such that 2 x has
the fixed point property then X is countably compact.

Proof: Let us suppose that X is not countably compact, then

there exists a closed subset C of X such that C is homeomor
phic to the set N of the natural numbers. Let us order the
elements of C as a sequence, i.e., C = {an : n E N} (an =1= am
if n =F m). Define f : C ---+ C as f(a n ) = an +l and let us
consider 21 : 2c ---+ 2c . It is clear that 21 does not have a
fixed point. Finally let 9 : 2x ---+ 2x be defined by
(1{) _ { 21 (I() if 1( is contained in C
9
C
if 1< is not contained in C ·
Obviously 9 is continuous and does not have fixed points.

o
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As we know compactness and countable compactness are
equivalent in the realm of paracompact spaces. Then we have

Corollary 4.12. A paracompact Hausdorff space is compact if
and only if 2x has the fixed point property.

Corollary 4.13. In the class of spaces having the fixed point
property at least there are so many different topological types
as in the class of compact Hausdorff spaces.
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